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 Until today I have been remembering full of melancholy which meaning a sheet of paper 

should get in my live. The first journeys into my parent's holiday camps that took place in 

different regions had been full of adventures and thrilling. I learned to know a lot of friends, 

and later sitting round the evening fire I sometimes held the hand of a girl that liked me. It 

didn't last long that I felt homesick, and in the night I often sobbed secretly into my pillow. 

What happiness for me, at least twice in a fortnight my name was called in the daily distri-

buting of post. And full of joy I held a letter from my mother in hand. Oh, how well she 

understood to sweeten my homesickness: “My dear little Peter, are you going on well? We 

are often thinking of you and are missing you very much. Hope you feel okay and don't do 

silly things!” I just over read the silly things, and the rest was balm for my soul.  

  When I went to the high school in Köpenick in 1960 I subscribed – as a true member of 

the FDJ (Free German Youth) of course to the “Junge Welt” (Jung World), a magazine for 



young people that corresponded to the spirit of that time. There I found an article  one day 

“Penfriends wanted for the Soviet Union”. That was exactly what I was looking for: To 

exchange with a good friend and to learn more about the life of the people in the big Soviet 

Union than you could learn from the newspaper reports. Besides you should know that a 

visit to our partner's country as the SU was called in those days was rather impossible. 

You could only enter the country with a personal invitation of your host family and a 

passport which had to be applied for and authorized. This wouldn't have been the biggest 

problem. But I couldn't afford a flight and a stay in a far away country that was our so-

called friends' country. So the only possible way for me was a pen-friendship. I wrote to the 

editors that I wished to get in touch with a girl of my age that was interested in our country 

and in our language. One day I found a letter from the SU in our letter-box.  

 A girl as old as me named Galina Schaulowa who was interested in the German language 

introduced herself in that letter, and she wanted to become a teacher for German and 

history in her hometown Grosny later on. When I held her photo in my hands in the next 

letter, I was at once charmed by the exotic grace of her face and I spontaneously decided 

to make her my “confident friend” of all my feelings, points of view and preferences in 

music and fashion. A monthly correspondence developed that went on until 1968. In the 

beginning Galina only wrote common things as for example how nice it was in Grosny and 

that she loved her country. But, when I asked her, if she had a boyfriend with whom she 

wanted to live forever, I didn't get a letter for a long time, and I thought that I had hurt her. 

In the summer of 1965 she sent me a very long letter telling me that she was just 

separating from false friends of whom she had believed that she could entrust her whole 

life in them. I answered her that she could always rely on me and in case she needed me I 

would always be there for her. But unfortunately  we couldn't have any other relationship 

than writing letters.  

  I had very much wanted to visit her in her hometown Grosny and she would have liked to 

come to Berlin. But the necessary money was lacking, because we didn't have enough of 

it as students. Besides, visiting each other was very problematic because of the many 

formalities between the “partner countries”. It happened that I fell in love with a German 

girl whom I married in 1968. After I had sent Galina this message, I didn't hear from her for 

about half a year. Then I got a last letter from her. She wished my new family and me 

much happiness and health. Although I wrote her once more I haven't got an answer until 

today. But I couldn't forget her up to now...    
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